Abstract-This paper studies the two-hop co-located transmission architecture that incorporates simultaneous wireless information and power transfer in radio relay networks. Joint robust precoding design of the information and power transfer that can minimize the overall relays' power consumption while satisfying our predefined quality-of-service and energy-harvest requirements is provided. By using SemiDefinite Relaxation technique, the non-convex initial problem can be converted to be convex. Additionally, the dual problem of the relaxed problem is investigated, and the closed-form optimal solutions of the relaxed problem can be achieved by our proposed method. Finally, approximate solutions show the effectiveness of our proposed robust precoding design.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, low-power devices that can be charged wirelessly are used widely. Meanwhile, the limitedbattery-powered Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), which are energy constrained, success tremendously. However, the cost of replacing these batteries frequently is high. What's worse, due to the intermittent nature, the application of conventional energy harvest technologies relying on natural energy sources is problematic. Wireless power transfer can be used as a promising alternative to increase the lifetime of WSNs [1] . Different from magnetic induction which focused on near-field energy transmission, Simultaneous Wireless Information and Power Transfer (SWIPT) can result in significant gains in terms of spectral efficiency, time delay, energy consumption, and interference management by superposing information and power transfer [2] . Initial concept of SWIPT can be dated back to [3] . There has been a lot of prior work on SWIPT, and followed by a large amount of works on this topic ([4] - [9] ). Traditional energy receiver can be powered by a hybrid access point (H-AP) which can transmit information and energy simultaneously by power splitting scheme or the time division scheme [4] . Wireless powered communication network emerged by H-AP was studied in [5] . In [5] , receiver can be powered by the H-AP in the downlink and then send the information by time-division-multipleaccess (TDMA). Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless broadcast system was investigated in [7] which derived a semi-close-form expression for the optimal transmit covariance matrix (for the joint precoding and power allocation) to achieve different rate-energy pairs. In [8] , the authors proposed secrecy SWIPT beamforming designs that maximize the harvested energy by the Energy Receivers (ERs), while information and energy can be transmitted and received at the single-antenna transmitter and single-antenna receiver, simultaneously. In [9] , the robust beamforming problem for the multiantenna wireless broadcasting system with SWIPT has been studied. Following the worst-case deterministic model, the authors maximize the worst-case harvested energy for the energy receiver while guaranteeing that the rate for the information receiver. These works ([5] - [9] ) are all single-hop networks. In two-hop relay networks, cooperative relaying techniques can help to overcome fading and attenuation by intermediate relay nodes, resulting in improved network performance in terms of efficiency and reliability. Energy harvesting networks can be applied in radio relay networks particularly [4] . In [10] , the authors adopt hybrid receivers which split the received signal in two power streams, for harvesting energy and decoding the modulated information, respectively. Different form [10] , this paper transmit information and energy by time switching. Which means the energy signal can't interfere the information signal. This transmission architecture is called the co-located transmission architecture shown in Fig. 1 . Depend on [11] , it is more practical to consider the imperfect Channel State Information (CSI) between the receiver and relays in radio relay networks. This paper assumes that channels between the receiver and relays are not perfect, specifically, following the norm-bounded model. The target is to minimize the sum power consumption of relays while satisfying the receiver's Quality-of-Service (QoS) and Energy-Harvest (EH) requirements. Furthermore, our results can also serve multiple transmitter by adding new receiver's QoS and EH requirements.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the system model is introduced in Section II. In Section III, joint information and power transfer precoding design with presence of channel uncertainty is investigated. Numerical simulation results and analysis are given in Section IV. Conclusions are discussed in Section V.
Notations: This paper uses bold uppercase and lowercase letters denote matrices and vectors, respectively. (· ) * , (· ) T and (· ) H denote the conjugate, transpose and conjugate transpose of a matrix or a vector, respectively; I N is an N×N identity matrix; E(· ) denotes the statistical expectation; Tr(· ) is the trace of a matrix; ||· || denotes the Frobenius norm; CN(b,A) represents circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with mean vector b and covariance matrix A; rank( · ) denotes the rank of matrix ; vec(· ) represents the matrix vectorization; mat(· ) represents the inverse operation of vec(· ); diag(X) represents the extraction of the diagonal entries from matrix X and forms a new diagonal matrix, if X is a vector it represents transforming this vector to a diagonal matrix; Re{X} represent the real part of X;  represents the Kronecker product.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The co-located transmission architecture, which can transmit information and energy with single-antenna by time switch, is shown in Fig. 1 . The transmitter is a colocated transmitter architecture, which can work on information mode (IM) and energy mode (EM), with information and energy transmission. The receiver is a co-located receiver architecture, which can also work on IM and EM. Obviously, when both of the transmitter and receiver work on IM or EM, they can transmit information or energy, separately. This paper assumes that the single-antenna transmitter and the co-located single-antenna receiver will communicate through help of M co-located single-antenna relays shown in Fig. 2 . In the first phase, transmitter will transmit data to the M relays which work on IM. Hence, the received signal at the r-th relay can be expressed as (1) assumes that all the downlink channels will suffer channel estimation errors as (5), With the channel estimation errors, the receiver has (6).
III. JOINT INFORMATION AND POWER TRANSFER DESIGN WITH PRESENCE OF CHANNEL UNCERTAINTY
In this section, this paper aims to minimize the entire power consumption at relays while satisfying predefined QoS and EH requirements for receiver. The signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) and energy-harvest-power (P EH ) of receiver can be expressed as (7) and [12] and Semi-Definite Relaxation (SDR) technique [13] , the relays' power can be transformed as (10) .
Similarly, SNR and P EH of receiver can be rewritten as (11) and (12) .
Nevertheless, the SNR and P EH of receiver are difficult to handle due to the presence of channel uncertainty. Therefore, this paper will separately find the lower bound of the numerator of SNR and upper bound of the denominator of SNR in order to optimize the worst case of receiver's SNR. Then, this paper will find the lower bound of P EH by similar method. 
Inserting (5) into the numerator of receiver's SNR (7) and P EH (8) , omitting the terms involving second order channel uncertainties, the lower bound of SNR's numerator and the upper bound of SNR's denominator can be written as (15) and (16) . 
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Similarly, the lower bound of P EH can be expressed as (17) .
Thus, the optimization problem (9) can be reformulated as (18).
However, the optimizing problem (18) is non-convex due to the rank-one constraints (18d) [14] . If we drop these rank constraints, and the optimization problem turns to (20). , then we can use eigenvalue decomposition to obtain the solutions of W and a. Otherwise, the solutions of (20) are only the lower bound of (18) and the precoding W and a are not guaranteed to be globally optimal solutions. Because, there is no guarantee that an algorithm for solving SDR problems will give the desired rank-one solution [9] . Randomization technique [11] will be applied to obtain the approximate solutions. Then, we turn to investigate the dual problem of (20).
Let  and  denote the dual variables of (20a) associated with the SNR constraint in (20b) and P EH constraint of receiver in (20c). Then the Lagrangian of problem (20) is expressed [14] as (21).
The KKT conditions for the optimal opt Z and 
Form the KKT condition (23b), we have (24). 
Gradient descent algorithm is used to solve the problem (27), which is stated in Algorithm. 1 Shown in 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Numerical results are demonstrated in this section so as to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method. Due to [16] , [17] , for Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) communications is adopted with a carrier center frequency of 470 MHz. The directional joint transmit and receive antenna gain is 10 dB. The reference distance of the path loss model is 2 meters, the distance between transmitter and receiver is 2 kilometers. The relays are in the middle of transmitter and receiver. The wavelength of the carrier signal is 0.6 meter which is smaller than 1 kilometer. Thus, the far-field assumption for the channel model in [16] holds. The small scale fading coefficients between the transmitter-receiver and the relays are modeled as independent and identically distributed Rayleigh random variables. The corresponding shadowing effect is assumed to be 0 dB. Without loss of generality, we assume that the additive Gaussian white noise power are and M = 2. The simulation results are averaged over 10000 channel realizations. In all the results, the probability of non-rank one solution is about 60%.
First, we investigate the power consumption versus different SNR and P EH thresholds of (20) in Fig. 3 . The non-robust precoding scheme corresponds to the case of setting 0   in (20). Form Fig. 3 , we can observe that with fixed  and  , the robust precoding scheme will always consume more power than the non-robust precoding scheme, which is reasonable since the worstcase is considered in our robust scheme. Besides, as the thresholds become tighter, for both of the robust precoding scheme and the non-robust precoding scheme, more power consumption is expected which is in consistent with our analysis. Randomization technique is also be applied to obtain the approximation solutions which is showed in Fig. 3 . However, such comparison cannot show the actual performance of robust precoding scheme. The actual performance will be illustrated in Fig.  4, Fig. 5 . We examine CDF of the receiver's SNR and P EH with distinct values of  ,  and  in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . With fixed  ,  and  , we can observe that for robust schemes the distribution of all receiver's SNR will be more concentrated, and for robust schemes almost all of receiver's P EH will be larger than non-robust precoding schemes and preset thresholds, synchronously. Additionally, since our designed precoding vectors are to constrain SNR and P EH of receiver for the worst-case channel error which is unique, it cannot be guaranteed that our designed precoding vectors are also effective to other channel errors.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a two-hop co-located robust precoding optimization design with presence of channel uncertainty in SWIPT radio relay networks. It aims at minimizing the sum power consumption of relays while satisfying certain prefixed QoS and EH requirements of the receiver. Finally, simulation results verify the effectiveness of our design compare with the non-robust precoding design. It is also important to devise and examine the operation policies for the multi-hop relay networks at future.
